LUDWIG
... encouraging deaf people to follow their passion
without any constraints of their handicap

Elastic bands
Provides comfort, adjustability and unbreakability

LEDs
A convenient, eﬀicient and unonbtrusive way of communicating

Vibration
Notifies the player of an instruction

Integrated electronics
For an undisturbed and safe match

Lightweighted
To fully enjoy sports, without restrictions

Wristband

Electronics
LED Light
Vibration Sensor

Why Ludwig?

Our Vision

How it works

How athletes benefit

With Ludwig we introduce a device that will allow and
improve communication between deaf athletes and their
coaches.

Ludwig is a system that consists of a wristband that can be
controlled through a mobile device connecting to Ludwig’s
Wi-Fi.

Communication in sports is one of the most important
aspects of the game, our device would not only allow communication between deaf athletes and their coaches but also
improve communication between other athletes and their
coaches, which are constantly yelling at the sides of the field.

With the help of Ludwig deaf sporters can receive instructions
from their coach. Because of these instructions coaches can
coach a deaf player more intensely in the field, because
verbal communication is not possible.

The wristband contains 4 LEDs that can form 24 = 16 possible
combinations. The optimal amount of LEDs in the wristband
was decided in cooperation with a coach. We use light
because it is a simple way of communicating and can be
read quickly. The LED combinations can be linked to
instructions by the coach in agreement with the player.
Examples are playing more offensively or defensively.

Although we focussed on soccer, because of the long
playtime without the possibility to coach, Ludwig can be
widely used in diﬀerent kinds of sports.
Ludwig is named after the famous deaf composer Ludwig
van Beethoven because we think that everyone should follow
their passion despite a handicap.

When the coach wants to instruct the player he uses his
mobile device to send a signal corresponding with the right
instruction to the players wristband. At his turn the Ludwig
will vibrate and the combination of LEDs will light up.

Because Ludwig works with Wi-Fi, operating on even larger
distances, up to several hundreds of meters, won’t be a
problem.
We want the product to be a communication device rather
than a controlling device. That is why we used simple
indications for instructions. To only support the players.
Aside from deaf athletes Ludwig can also help to improve the
communication between hearing players and their coaches.
Because yelling isn’t always the most discreet and suitable
way of coaching.
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LUDWIG’S TECHNOLOGY
AND FUTURE
Further planning

RPC’s

Realization and production
Starting the production, all the electrical components that will be integrated in LUDWIG will be assembled to form the core of LUDWIG. The
electrical components out of which the core exists are one Wemos D1
Mini V3 that will be used as an Arduino, multiple resistors, 4 LEDs, some
LED holders and one small miniature vibrating motor. When all these
components are assembled, the electrical functions of each of the components will be intensively tested to ensure that all the components fit
and work both separately and together as intended. Also the wireless
connection between the electrical components and controller will be set
up and tested.
After the electrical components are assembled and tested, the casing
will be assembled. The casing will be 3D-printed and will be made out of
PLA. The casing will protect all the electrical components inside and
diminishes the chance that any of these components breaks. Because
LUDWIG will be used in an environment where crashes and collisions, as
well as water and sweat, are likely, the casing will have a very important
job. That is, making sure that the electrical components of LUDWIG can
continue doing their job under grim circumstances. Therefore, also the
casing will be extensively tested under diﬀerent circumstances. The
casing will be customized, such that all the electrical components fit
perfectly. In the places where the LEDs should be visible, there will be
small openings where the LEDs can stick through. The interface will be
smoothened out to make sure that the LEDs don’t stick out more than
the surface of the wristband.
After the electrical core and casing of LUDWIG are assembled, the
production is almost complete. The last part of the productions takes
care of the elegance and optimization of the product. Matching watch
straps will to be added. Also possible improvements to the software can
be implemented. If time allows, a separate app will be created by which
LUDWIG can be controlled to improve the user-interface, as a
replacement for the internet browser that will be used at first. During
and after the production process, one will always be able to take apart
the wristband in order to change settings or fix technical and
mechanical issues.

Bill of Materials
Costs (€)

Requirements
The wristband may not obstruct the freedom of movement of the athlete.
Ludwig has integrated electronics and strong and comfortable bands.
The wireless connection should have a reach large enough to reach any
point on the soccer-field.
The range of the Wi-Fi is up to several hundreds of meters, enough on a
soccer-field.
The received message should be quickly understandable.
The battery of the bracelet should last the whole match.
The LEDs use very little energy, a small battery is suﬀiecient for a longer
time.
Preferences
The device should be as elegant as possible.
Because of the integration of the electronics the wristband becomes 1
solid product. It is clean looking and not obtrusive.
The wireless connection must be as far as possible
The Wi-Fi reaches a distance up several hundreds of meters. Because
Ludwig can reach a larger distance athletes in other sports can also use
it.
The wristband should be as small and light as possible.
The product contains only a few very light electronical parts, we have
chosen to use as few elements as possible to keep Ludwig lightweighted.
Reading the received message should take as short as possible.
Further testing should determine how long it would take.
Constraints
The device should contain a (not visual/audio) notification device, so the
athlete does not have to check for messages.
We dealth with this using light.
The device must be intended to be used in physical activity and address
a disability.
Deaf people are able to communicate through Ludwig.
The device must be autonomous.
No one else but the player and his or hers coach have to be involved in
using Ludwig.

Casing and watch strap (3D-Printed PLA)

0

Small Vibration DV Motor 2.5-4V

1.00

5 mm LED holder - Plastic

1.00

LED set 5 mm 40 pieces (R/G/B/Y)

2.50

Smartphone

0

The device should be user- friendly.
The meaning of the LEDs are very easy to understand and the player only
needs to look at the LEDs.

1 KΩ Resistor (x2)

0.10

The device has to be under 3 kg and must fit in a box of 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.5 M3

150 Ω Resistor (x8)

0.40

Wemos D1 Mini V3 - ESP8266 - CH340

6.50

The device needs to have some type of sensoring to which it
(autonomously) responds (lights up, moves, vibrates, etc.).

Total cost

11.50

Total budget

40.00

The connection between the bracelet and the controller should be
wireless.

Budget Remaining

28.50

The device must be safe to use.
By integrating electronics, the wristband becomes one whole. This
makes Ludwig strong, which is useful in physical sports , and safe,
because there are no sharp endings.
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